Our impressive sensitivity to vernier offsets as compared to resolution acuity has long inspired vision researchers to study the phenomena in great detail. In this study we use the test-pedestal framework to compare resolution and vernier acuity. In these experiments the test stimulus is the same for both tasks, only the pedestals differ. When thresholds are expressed in common units of test strength, vernier acuity thresholds are higher (worse) than for resolution and contrast discrimination tasks over the range of pedestal strengths tested. This apparent reversal of sensitivity is actually consistent with expectations based on the presumed underlying visual mechanisms involved in the tasks. O
INTRODUCTION
The optics of the eye and retinal receptor spacing limit normal visual acuity to between 0.3 and 1 min arc (Helmholtz, 1909; Westheimer, 1976; Williams & Coletta, 1987; Levi & KIein, 1990) . This is the typical minimum visual angle for resolving two lines from one line (Westheimer, 1981) . All the more impressive is the commonly reported vernier acuity of a few seconds of arc, a fraction of the receptor spacing (Westheimer & McKee, 1977) . Considerable research has been devoted to studying how the visual system achieves hyperacuity levels of performance, with the belief that fundamental properties of the visual system will be revealed. Numerous discussionsabout relevant cues and plausible models have been proposed to explain the phenomenal sensitivity exhibited in hyperacuity tasks (Klein & Levi, 1985; Wilson, 1986; Sullivan et al., 1972; Findlay, 1973; Westheimer, 1981; Watt, 1984; Watt et al., 1983; Carney et al., 1995; Waugh et al., 1992) .
Considering hyperacuity tasks strictly in terms of a spatial discrimination does cast a sense of awe about human spatialvision. Our approachis to considerthe task in terms of detecting the difference signal, the signal that is introduced by the presence of the spatial offset in the hyperacuity task. This is best explored using the testpedestal paradigm, where the test is the difference signal in the presence of a pedestal. For example, adding a thin line (the test) to one half of an edge (the pedestal) producesan edge with a vernier offset (see Fig. 2 ). At low edge contrasts,edge vernier acuity can be predicted from an observer's own line detection threshold . This approach has been successfully applied to other hyperacuity tasks such as sinewave vernier (Hu et al., 1993) , three line bisection (Carney & Klein, 1989) and motion detection (Lawton & Tyler, 1994; Beard et al., 1993) . This approach to predicting performance avoids the necessity of making assumptions about underlying mechanisms such as bandwidth, shape, and sensitivity, which is common in other models. Basing predictions on sensitivity to the difference signal resembles the ideal observer model (Geisler, 1984; Geisler & Davila, 1985) . It is not surprising that the ideal observer model predicts performance better than observed, since it bases sensitivity to the test on photon statistics and an accurate model of the visual system's optics and early physiological processes. It provides a measure of how well the ideal systemcould perform after these early stages are taken into account. On the other hand, our approach is to directly measure sensitivity to the test which therefore includes subsequent sources of noise in the system.
One advantageof framing a perceptualtask in terms of the test-pedestal paradigm is that it often enables the direct comparisonof thresholdsin dissimilartasks. In the case of vernier acuity with sinewave gratings, the pedestal is a sinewave grating and the test is another grating added to half the pedestal but shifted by approximately 90 deg of phase. If the grating is added in-phase the task becomes a contrast discriminationtask. In this way contrastdiscriminationthresholdsand vernier acuity can be directly compared since the test in both cases is the same except for a 90 deg phase shift. As it turns out, over a broad range of spatial frequencies and pedestal contrasts, vernier acuity can be predicted fairly well from an observer's contrast discrimination thresholds (Hu et al., 1993) .
In this study we use the test-pedestal paradigm to extend performance comparisons across three tasks, resolution, contrast discrimination, and vernier acuity. The uniquepropertiesof the class of visual stimuliknown as multiples offer a method of making performance comparisons across these tasks with the promise of helping characterize the underlying mechanisms. When framing the task as one of detecting the test in the presence of a pedestal, we find that vernier acuity is actually worse than resolution! While at first surprising, the results are consistentwith expectationsbased on the masking effectivenessof the pedestal and the underlying mechanisms that are likely involved in the two tasks.
METHODS

Subjects
The same three observers participated in all the experiments: the two authors and an observer naive to the goals of the experiment.All observershad normal or corrected to normal visual acuity of 20/20 or better.
Apparatus
The stimuli were generated with a Neuro-Scientific pattern generator(VENUS) and presentedon a Tektronix 608 display scope with a horizontal display raster and 107 cd/m2 mean luminance. The 256x 256 pixel display viewed from 4 m resulted in 0.33 min pixels. The display was viewed binocularly.The stimuliwere horizontaland extendedacrosseither half (0.7 deg) or the entirewidth of the display.
Stimuluspatterns
The stimuli used in the resolution, vernier acuity and contrast discrimination (JND) tasks were derived from different combinationsof a set of base patterns known as multiples. By describing the various tasks in terms of the test-pedestal paradigm where the test and pedestals are multiples we are able to compare thresholds across apparently dissimilar tasks. The first step in understanding this particular stimulus decomposition is to understand the class of visual multiples and the definition of stimulus strength or moment for each multipole. The definition of multipole strength and the conversion between traditional vernier acuity and resolutionthresholdmeasuresin min arc and test strength in multipoleunits will be discussedin the theory section.
The luminanceprofilesfor the four multiples relevant to this paper; edge, line, dipole, and quadruple are shown in Fig. 1 . The first two are commonly used in visual psychophysics,the later two are based on specific configurationsof two or more lines. The multiples, edge through quadruple are identifiedby their order (m), -1 through +2, respectively (Klein 1989) . Multipoles of higher order are detected by visual mechanismsselective for higher spatial frequencies.
Each successive multipole of higher order is the derivative of the preceding multipole. It can be constructed by the adjacent placement of a negative and a positive of the preceding, lower order multipole. For example, a line is simply two edges of opposite polarity placed near each other. Similarly a dipole is two adjacent lines of oppositepolarity.
We used 0.33 min pixels (single pixels) for our detectionexperiments.Some of our low pedestal contrast discriminationexperimentsused 0.66 min pixels (double sized pixels) in order to measure threshold because the pedestalcontrastlimited the availabletest contrast.When measuring multipole thresholdsthe width of each multipole, exceptfor the edge, shouldbe smallerthan the eye's line spread function.Our stimuli consistedof four or less display pixels, <1.32 rein, except for one case noted later. These multiples were sufficiently narrow for an accurate measurement of stimulus strength .
Contrast detection and discrimination stimuli (JND). Individual multipole detection thresholds, were determined for edge, line, dipole, and quadruple targets. The detection thresholds are used in later experiments to normalize the test and pedestal multipole strengths by dividing each by its respective detection threshold. We also determined normal contrast discrimination thresholds (JND) as a function of pedestal strength where the test and pedestal multiples were of the same order (m). The test and pedestal were superimposed and summed but the pedestal extended across the entire display screen FIGURE 1. Multipole identificationand definitions.The first column names each multipole in increasing order and depicts their luminance profiles where L is luminance ands is separation, in minutes of visual angle, of the two preceding multiples of which it is composed. The next columndefineseach multipolemomentor strengthwhere M is the moment and s is the separation in minutes, as identified in the first column.~BIc@ refers to the average of the L and~z luminance for the edge, and to the surroundingluminancefor the higherorder multiples.
The moment of each multipole is the moment of the lower order constituent multiples times their separation in minutes. The last column indicates the units for each multipole.
while the test only extended halfway across the screen.
Having the pedestal and the test plus pedestal comparison present on the display screen at the same time avoids a memory component in the task and is consistentwith the stimulus organization for vernier acuity and resolution stimuli described as follows. Line and dipole vernieracuitystimuli.Vernier acuity is typically expressed as a spatial offset in minutes or seconds of visual angle from collinearityof two similar objects. Our problem is to generate vernier acuity targets from multiples in configurations which allow for convenient stimulus description in terms of the testpedestal paradigm. In general, starting with a pedestal multipole of order m, a vernier stimuluscan be produced by adding a test multipole of order m + 1 to one-half of the pedestal. For example, adding a line to one-halfof an edge results in an edge vernier acuity target.* The thresholdspatial offset dependson the strengthof the line so we can therefore express edge vernier acuity in terms of the test line strength.For thin lineswithin Ricco'sarea, sub-pixeledge vernier offsets can be created by adjusting the line's contrast . This use of gray scale to change the centroid of the luminanceprofile is a common method of localizing spatial stimuli with subpixel accuracy (Georgeson et al., 1996) .
It is easy to see how edge vernier acuity fits into the test-pedestalframework. The edge vernier acuity task is the same as detection of a thin line that abuts a masking edge pedestal, the stimuli and task are the same in both cases, only the description differs. The same approach appliesto other vernier targets. For line or dipolepedestal vernier targets the tests are dipole or quadruple, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 . The conversion from vernier offset in minutes to multipole test strength for these patterns is discussed later in the theory section.
Edge bhr and line resolution. Expressing resolution targets in terms of the test-pedestal framework using multiples is slightlymore challenging.Beginningwith a multipolepedestal of order m, to generate a stimulusfor a resolutiontask one adds a multipoleof order m+2. Figure  3 (b) graphically shows how adding a 4-pixel wide quadrupoIeto a 2-pixeIwide line produces 2 singlepixel wide lines separated in space, a line resolution target. Similarly, adding a dipoleto an edge blurs the edge when the dipole has polarity oppositeto the edge polarity [ Fig.  3(a) ]. Even though the edge and dipole are composed of sharp luminancesteps,the stimuluslooksblurred because of the light smearing due to the optical line spread function of the eye. Recall that the dipole width is on the order of the optical line spread function.Interestingly,we have noticed that adding a dipole with the same polarity as the edge perceptually sharpensthe already sharp edge. This apparentsharpeningof a sharp edge is presumablya *The definition of contrast for the line, when added to an edge to produce a vernier offset, is not obvious and therefore worth explanation. Line contrast is~/LbaC@Oun& where L is luminance. When the line is presented by itself, Lb@~,o.nd is the surrounding hrminance. When the Iine k adjacent to an edge, Lba&gr..ncI is not the bright or dark side of the edge but rather halfway in-between.
FIGURE 2. Illustration of three vernier acuity targets derived from different combinationsof multiples. The vernier offset of an edge is producedby addinga line to one half of the edge. The vernier offset of a line is produced by adding a dipole to one half the line. With the dipole peak luminance equal to that of the line, the vernier offset will be 1 pixel. For lower strength dipoles the line centroid will shift by smaller amounts.In a similar fashion a dipolewith a vernier offset can be created by adding a quadmpoleto one half of the dipole.
consequence of the dipole compensating for the optical blur. By adding a dipole of same polarity the luminance step in the edge stimulusis accentuated,so after blurring by the optics the retinal luminanceprofile is more like a sharp edge than that of an actual edge stimulus.
In the theory section we describe how to convert between test and pedestal strengthsand the more familiar resolution units of min arc.
Procedure
Stimuli were presented in random order with each presentationlasting 2 sec. The onset and offset of the test and pedestal were synchronous and abrupt. The selfpaced rating-scalemethod of constant stimuli with three to five stimulus levels was used to determine the d'=1 detection or discrimination thresholds (Levi & KIein, 1982) . Data analysis was performed using the signal detection analysis program, ROC FLEX (Klein & Levi, 1985) . Each threshold estimate was typically based on data from three runs, with 100-125 stimulus presentations per run. At the beginning of each run, observers were encouraged to take a few practice trials. During a run, trials could be discarded (before making a response) if a distractionthat disruptsthe normal gathering of data occurs. After each stimulus presentation (trial) a rating scale judgment was made using as many categories as there were stimuluslevels.Auditoryfeedback identifying the stimulus was provided after each trial. In the multipole contrast detection task the four stimulus strengths were ca O,0.8, 1.2, and 1.6 times the observer'smultipoledetection threshold.In the JND task a range of pedestal contrasts were used so that contrast discrimination thresholds could be plotted as a function of pedestal strength. In this case, for each pedestal strength,three test strengthswere employed, -1, O,and 1 times a strength close to the observer's detection threshold. After each trial the observer indicated which of the three test strengths was judged to be presented.
The vernier acuity tasks were also performed for a range of pedestal strengths. Five test strengths (vernier offsets) were employed, -2,-1, O, 1, 2 times the base offset, where negative and positive indicate direction of offset around the fixed pedestal. When sub-pixelvernier offsets were required, a method based on shifting the stimulus centroid was employed. For example, to shift a 2-pixel line pedestal by 0.5 pixel, a 2-pixel dipole (a pair of adjacent opposite polarity single pixel lines) of the same contrast is added to the line. For a quarter-pixel shift, the added dipole contrast would be half the line contrast. In terms of the line luminance profile, starting with a line of 0.5 luminance units and adding a dipole *Forsubject TJ the test strengthswere -1,O,1, 2, and 3 times the base level. Test strengths 1 through3 blur the pedestal while a strength of -1 actually perceptually sharpens the pedestal. In preliminary experiments we found that this manipulation did not change threshold.
with luminanceprofile -0.25, 0.25, the luminanceprofile of the pixelswould change from O,0, 0.5,0.5, 0, 0 to O,0, 0.25, 0.75,0,0 luminanceunits. Assuming0.33 min pixels, this 0.0825 min sub-pixel shift of the 2 pixel line, would be indescriminable from a full pixel shift using 0.0825 min pixels and 8-pixel wide lines. Using other pixel luminanceratiosmany differentsub-pixelshiftscan be obtained. The minimum size of the pixel shift is limited by the number of luminance levels that can be accurately presented. This method is essentially the centroid method used by Morgan and Aiba (1985) . When the required shifts are greater than a pixel the same procedureof adding the appropriatetest multipolecan be used. In the line vernier example above, if the shift required was 1.25 pixels instead of 0.25 pixel then a test dipole luminance profile that would achieve such a shift is O,0, -0.5, -0.25, 0.75, 0 (note this dipole is composed of two, opposite polarity, lines and its integral is zero). When added to the double line pedestal the luminance profile now becomes O, 0, 0, 0.25, 0.75, 0. Similarly, a 2.5 pixel shift could use a dipole whose profile is O, 0, -0.5, -0.5, O, 1. The generalization of this same procedure can also be used to achieve sub-pixel and multi-pixel shifts for dipole vernier targets by adding a quadruple test of appropriate strength. Just as for the other tasks, resolution and edge blur thresholdswere determined for a broad range of pedestal strengths. The pedestals were edge and line multiples. For the resolution and edge blur tasks four test strengths of O,1, 2, and 3 times the estimated observer'sthreshold were used.* To produce non integer pixel separations, centroid based gray scale operations were used as described above for the vernier acuity stimuli except now the test multipole is two orders higher than the pedestal.
THEORETICALDESCRIPTIONOF MULTIPOLES AND THEIR USE IN THE TEST-PEDESTAL PARADIGM
Our definitionsof multipolestrengthsare in agreement with how multiples are defined in electrostatics (Jackson, 1962) . The strength or moment of each order m multipole equals the strength of its m-1 order constituentmultiples times their separation. Beginning with the edge, edge strength is expressed as percent contrast, defined as 1O()*~/Lb~CkgrOUnd, where~background is the mean luminance of the light and dark sides of the edge and ALis the change in luminancebetween the light and dark sides. Notice that this definition of contrast is twice that of the familiar Michelson definition (Fig. lsecond column) . The strength of a line (in %min) is simply the contrast of the line (M/Lba&g~OU"d ) times the separation in minutes of the two edges comprising the line (the line width). For lines and higher order multiples, J&kg,ound is the luminanceof the area surrounding the multipole. As the separation (line width) becomes vanishinglysmall so does the line strength. The strength of a dipole is the strength of the two opposite polarity lines it is composedof, times their separation in minutes, hence the units %minz.As the separation of the opposite polarity lines decreases so does the dipole strength. Finally the strength of a quadruple is the strength of the two oppositepolarity dipolesit is composedof times their separation, giving units of %min3. For example, a quadruple can be composed of four adjacent pixels of equal line strength with successivepolarities in a +--+ configuration.The quadruple strength in %min3is 2CS3 where c is the contrast ands is the size of each pixel. The factor of two is present because the centers of the two opposite polarity dipoles comprising the quadruple are 2 pixels apart. Thus for a contrast of 100% and a pixel size of 0.33 rein, the quadruple strength is 7.2%min3 (2*100*0.333).
The effect of blur on multipole strength and visibility
The strength of a multipole of some order m is not directly related to its psychophysicalvisibility unless its width is less than Ricco's integrationarea. For example a IO%min line could be a 1 min wide line at 10% contrast and very visible or a 100 min wide line at O.1%contrast and invisible. However, when the multipole is within Ricco's area a IO%min line has the same visibility whether the line is 1 min or 0.1 min wide. Therefore, for lines (and other multiples) within Ricco's area, the multipolemoment definitionof strength is superiorto the more common percent contrast in terms of perceptual strength.
The descriptionof stimulusstrength for different order multiples has different units so even when multiples fall within Ricco's area it is clear that we are not referring to relative psychological strength across different order multiples. Sinewave grating stimulus strength is expressed as percentage contrast even though a 20% contrast 4 c/deg grating will have a very different psychological strength than a 20% contrast 40 c/deg grating. The definitionof grating strength does not refer to perceptual salience. By combining multipole width and contrast we characterize more fully the perceptual stimulusstrength for localized targets as compared to just using a contrast measure.
One potentialpoint of confusionis the effect of blur or the optical line spread function on the calculation of multipole strength, especially in terms of its perceptual strength.It is counter-intuitivethat the strength of a local multipole such as a dipole (25%min2) composed of adjacent 0.5 min wide 100?4 contrast lines of opposite polarity is unaffected by blur. For simplicity assume a rectangular blur function which causes the lines to increase by four times in width and decrease by the same factor in contrast. The dipole strength after blur would still be 25%min2,but now the separation of the lines is 2 min and their contrast is 255?0. The same thing occurs with arbitrary shaped blur functions. Perceptually the dipole visibilitywould still be the same so long as it still is within Ricco's integration area.
Multiples and the testpedestal paradigm
The rest of this theory section details the methods and theory behind convertingbetween traditionalmeasuresof resolution or vernier acuity in min arc and multipole test strength units. We begin with the offset for the edge vernier target shown in the top of Fig. 2 . Based on the multipole moment definitions presented in Fig. 1 , the vernier offset(s.) in min arc is simply the ratio of test line (Ml)to edge pedestal (M.) multipole strengths as shown by:
Ml/Me = (Me* se)/Me = s,.
As shown in the center of Fig. 2 , if you start with a line pedestal and add a dipoletest to half the line you produce a line with a vernier offset. The vernier offset (sl) in min arc is once again the ratio of the test strength, a dipole (Md)in this case, to the pedestal strength which is a line (iMl). This Weber-like fraction is:
Finally, adding a quadruple to half the length of a dipole produces a dipole with a vernier offset. This configuration is a natural extension of the previous examples and is demonstrated graphically in the bottom section of Fig. 2 . The vernier offset (sol)in min arc can also be expressed as a Weber-like fraction, the ratio of quadruple (M~)to dipole (kfd)strengthsas shown in Eq. (3):
A quantitative discussion relating vernier offset to test and pedestal moments along with discussions of Ricco's area and the limits to appropriate multipole sizes can be found in Appendix 1 of the paper by Klein et al. (1990) .
Expressing resolution and edge blur in terms of multipole strengths is a natural extension of the vernier acuity formulation. Let's begin by considering the special case where the pedestal line is 1 pixel wide and the test is a 3 pixel wide quadruple with the middle pixel being double strength as seen in Fig. 4 . Recall from Fig. 1 , the quadruple moment (Mq)is the dipole moment (Md) thfX the dipole SepaEdiOII (Srj). In the case of our stimulus, the test quadruple strength is given by:
M~= Md *~d= Ml * $ *~d (4) where S1is the line width as shown in Fig. 4 and Ml is the strengthof one of the outsidelines of the quadruple. For the 3 pixel quadruple the line and dipole separationsare equal, L$ =~1=~d.
Our actual line resolution targets were composed of 2 pixel wide line pedestals and 4-pixel wide quadruple tests (see Fig. 2 ). The 2 pixel wide pedestal line of our stimulushad a strength twice that of the lines referred to in Eq. (5), Ml = Mpl/2 where Mpl is the pedestal line strength. Finally, the separation of the two lines in the resolutiontask, pedestal line plus quadruple test as seen in Fig. 4 , is twice the pixel size:
Substitutionof sep/2 fors and MpI/2 for MI in Eq. (5) and solvingfor the resolutionseparationof our resolution stimulus gives:
It is easy to see how to calculate the resolution separationwhen a 3 pixel quadruple is added to a 1 pixel line. The general case derivation is a bit more complicated but results in the same definition of line separationfor definingresolution.For general stimulithe line, dipole and quadruple multipole strengths (moments) are given by weighted integralsover the stimulus profile,p(x), which has units of percent contrast.The line moment is simply the integral over the profile:
The dipole moment is the integral over the profile, weighted by the position, (x-xc):
where .xC is the centroid of the distribution.If the dipoleis balanced between the light and dark regions then the line moment vanishes (Ml= O), so the dipoie moment becomes:
The quadruple moment is a similar integral with a weighting of 0.5 (x-xc)2. The factor of 0.5 in the quadruple definition is standard for a Taylor series expansion and is needed in order for Eq. (4) to be valid. The quadruple moment is therefore:
(12) -cc if xC,the centroid, is placed at the origin (XC = O).
The ratio of twice the quadruple moment to the line moment is the definition of the variance of the line (standard deviation squared):
Supposethe stimulus is a pair of thin white lines with separation,sep, presented on a uniform fieldbackground. The quantity specifiedin Eq. (14) is given by:
This is the same equation as found in Eq. (7) for that special case.
The edge blur (dipole test added to the edge pedestal) calculation is interesting because a standard method to quantify edge blur has not been available. The multipole formalism leads us to develop a method for specifying edge blur. The dipole strength of the blur in a blurred edge is given by:~c
-co where the dipole pattern, D(x), is the difference between the blurred edge and a sharp edge.
whereE is in percentunits. The locationof the sharp edge is placed at XC. The point x. is chosen so that the total integralover the differencepatternD(x) vanishes (alsoXC is the centroid of the derivative of Eblu,).Integrating Eq. which is a quite simple result. In order to better understand Eq. (23) two examples will be offered. First consider a blurred edge that has the sh~peof a cumulativenormal. The quantityE'(x)is thus a Gaussian and o is the standard deviationof the Gaussian. Now supposethe blurred edge is a linear ramp of widths.
The quantity E'(x) is then a rectangle of width s. The standard deviation given by Eq. (21) is:
This general method of specifying edge blur for different blur functions will be used to compare our results with those of previous investigations. Table 1 contains the multipole detectionthresholdsfor our three observers. The individual differences in detection thresholds are within the normal range and can actually predict the individualdifferenceswe will see in later figures for vernier resolution acuity. One can think of these detection thresholds as replacing the measurement of the contrast sensitivity function (CSF). The CSF is often measured to determine the individual's visual sensitivity (or signal to noise ratio), an important factor for modeling data using filter models (Wilson, 1986) . The detection thresholds are used to normalize data in the following figures so that the thresholds for different tasks can be plotted together on a single graph.
RESULTS
Line resolution and edge blur sensitivi~from two perspectives
In Fig. 5 , edge blur and line resolution thresholdsare expressedin traditionalunits, min arc, for a range of edge and line pedestal strengths. In both cases thresholds decrease monotonically from about 1.0 min at low stimulus strengths to about 0.3-0.4 min at high stimulus strengths.These results are roughly the same as reported by Hamerly and Dvorak (1981) contrast targets they report thresholds of about 0.4 min for the detection of Gaussian blur. Thresholds increased with decreasing contrast. Given the receptor sampling density, this level of performance may seem surprising for a resolution task. However, it is not so surprising when you considerthe task as a blur width discrimination rather than resolving two separate lines (Levi & Klein, 1990) . The Discussion section will provide a detailed analysis of the Hamerly and Dvorak data. The data from Fig. 5 are plotted again in Fig. 6 with thresholds along the ordinate now expressed as dipole (%min') and quadruple (%min3) (1981) are replotted after conversionof blur thresholdsin min to dipole units. They used three types of edge blur: ramp (+); Gaussian (*); and exponential (x), and three edge pedestal strengths: 10.5YO; 66.6%; and 162Y0. Thresholds for the ramp blur are nearly identical to the data from subject SK. At the lower pedestal strengths the threshold differences between the three types of blur may be related to their relative spatial extents.
ordinatesof Fig. 6 in dipole and quadruple units we can now also plot the dipole and quadruple detection thresholds, as indicated by arrows along the ordinate in Fig. 6 . At low pedestal strengths, resolution and edge blur thresholds are well below their respective test detection thresholds. This region of facilitation is similar to that reported for contrast discrimination tasks (Stromeyer & Klein, 1974; Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974) . With increasing pedestal strength, thresholds increase with a slope of about 0.6-0.7. Individualdifferencesin the edge blur and line resolution tasks are consistent with the individual differences in the test detection thresholds. Individuals with higher detection thresholds were associated with poorer blur and resolution thresholds throughoutthe range of pedestal strengths.
Mechanism-free predictions of edge blur and line resolution thresholds for low contrast pedestals are now possible, within a factor of two, based on an observer's dipole and quadruple detection threshold. The optimal performance,bottom of the dipperfunction,is about onehalf the observer's test detection threshold.
Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate how thresholds for a single task like resolution can be plotted either using purely spatial criteria or from the test-pedestalperspective, where the threshold is in terms of the test multipole strength. When viewed from the test-pedestal perspective it is possible to compare task thresholds with absolutesensitivityto the test or differencepattern alone. This comparison enables us to determine if performance is what one would expect from simple contrastsensitivity measures or if special visual mechanisms are involved. Since different tasks can have the same order test multipole but different order pedestals it is also possible to plot thresholdsfor different tasks using the same units on a single figure and compare performance across tasks.
Direct comparisons of vernier acuity, resolution and contrast discriminationthresholds
In Fig. 7 , the dipole JND, line vernier and edge blur discrimination thresholds are pIotted on a single graph along with the dipole detection threshold for each observer. The three tasks had the same test, a dipole, but different pedestals. The pedestal strengths were normalizedby their own detectionthresholdsso that they can share the same axis. The abscissa is in pedestal threshold units (PTU). In Fig. 8 we have performed the same normalization on the vernier, resolution and contrast discriminationtasks that share the same quadruple test stimulus.When the vernier acuity and resolution data are presented as TVS curves, they are similar in shape to the contrast discrimination TVS curves. This method of stimulus description simplifies the study of masking. The relationships between the discrimination thresholds and the test detection thresholds are readily appreciated. Moreover, while phenomenologicallycontrast discrimination, resolution and vernier are very different tasks we now have a way to make direct comparisonsbetween the three tasks by plotting them on the same graph.
Several features common to previous contrast discriminationstudies are evident.At low pedestal strengths the contrastdiscriminationthresholdis below the contrast detection threshold, indicated by the arrows along the ordinate (Stromeyer & Klein, 1974; Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974) . This typical dipper function is present for both the dipole and quadruple stimuli.*The slopeof this TVS curve at high pedestal strengthsis about 0.5 (Legge & Foley, 1980; Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974) . At high pedestal strengths,Weber fractions (the ratio of the JND test to pedestal strengths) of 5-10% for high pedestal strengths are observed.
When line and dipole vernier acuity are expressed as a TVS curve (Figs 7 and 8) , the most conspicuous difference from the contrast discrimination data is the lack of facilitation. At low pedestal strengths, vernier acuity is slightlypoorer than the test detection thresholds while contrast discriminationthresholds are much lower than the test detection thresholds. The absence of *Formuch of the quadruple JND data, the quadruple was composed of 8 display pixels for a total width of 2.64 min. In part we were forced to use this large size to achieve reasonably high pedestal strengths (see Methods). The quadruple detection thresholds in Table 1 (also plotted in Fig. 8 ) were based on 1.32min wide quadruples. One might worry that the use of wide quadruples in the JND task could have elevated the curves in Fig. 2 because blurred multiples, such as producedby usingdoublewidthstimuli, have elevated thresholds. However, the strong facilitation evident in Fig. 6 , indicates the effect of usingwide quadruples is probably small. facilitation holds true for edge , line )and dipolevernier targets.Facilitation is also absent for grating vernier acuity tasks (Hu et al., 1993) .
With increasing line vernier pedestal strength, the dipole test threshold increaseswith a slope of about 0.3-0.4 (see also Klein et al., 1990) .This is in consistentwith previous studies using sinewave and bar vernier stimuli where slopes of about -0.9 to -0.5 using angular offset units were obtained (Wilson, 1986; Morgan & Aiba, 1985) which are comparable to TVS slopes of about 0.1-0.5 when converted to testpedestal units. For the dipole vernier stimulus (Fig. 8) , changes in quadruple test threshold with increases in pedestal strength are not as evident. This shallow slope may in part reflect the fact that the equipment and the nature of the stimuluslimited us to low pedestal strengths of up to about 20 PTU. Individualdifferences in line and dipole vernier acuity are consistent with individual differences in the test detection thresholds. Individuals with higher detection thresholds were associated with poorer vernier acuity throughout the range of pedestal strengths. As previously reported mechanism-freepredictionsof line vernier acuity for low contrast lines are possible, within a factor of about two, based on an observer's dipole detection threshold. The 
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FIGURE8. SummaryTVS plot for all the quadruple test conditions for two observers. To plot the data on the same abscissa, all the pedestals strengthswere normalizedby their own detection thresholds. The arrow in each plot indicates the quadruple detection thresholdfor that observer.
same claim can now also ,be made for dipole vernier acuity based on an observer'i quadruple detection threshold. In general., the pattern of results for line vernier acuity matches the pattern observed for dipole vernier acuity. For comparison pu~oses we have also plotted the line and dipolevernier acuity thresholdsin the traditionalunits, min arc, for a range of pedestalstrengths in Fig. 9 . As documented in the literature, line vernier acuity improves with pedestal strength (Morgan & Aiba, 1985; Wilson, 1986; Wehrhahn & Westheimer, 1990; Klein et al., 1990 ; Morgan & Regan, 1987; Banton & Levi, 1991) , For the high strength line vernier target, thresholdsranged from 4 to 7 sec. Individualdifferences were consistent across line strengths. As described earlier, the test thresholds for the line resolution task (Fig. 8) also take on the familiar dipper shape of contrast discrimination data. At high pedestal strengths the quadruple test is beginning to be masked whereas at low pedestal strengths strong facilitation is evident. Individual differences in quadruple detection thresholds reflect the individual differences in the resolution thresholds. The edge blur results follow the same pattern, except the slope might be a little shallower.
The most strikingobservationto be made from Fig. 7 is that line vernier acuity, expressed as dipole strength, consistently has higher thresholds than either contrast JND or edge resolution (blur). In fact, vernier acuity thresholdsare typically four times higher than resolution at the same PTU (see the Appendix on how this factor of four might be a factor of two). This findingis not peculiar to our unique resolutiontask of detectingedge blur. With thresholds expressed as quadruple strength (Fig. 8) , vernier thresholds are again about four (or two) times higher than line resolution acuity.
Another notable feature is that resolution thresholds are usually even lower than the contrast discrimination (JND) thresholds at the same relative pedestal strengths. This difference occasionally disappears or reverses for pedestals very near their detection thresholds. Shifting the resolution TVS curves in Fig. 8 to the left by a factor of three to four provides a reasonable fit to the contrast discrimination curves. This shifting of the data also provides a reasonablefit for the data in Fig. 7 , except for subject TC where JND thresholds remain slightly lower than resolution thresholds.
DISCUSSION
Decomposing the contrast JND, vernier acuity and resolution stimuli into their test-pedestal components offers a unique method for comparing performance on these perceptually distinct tasks. We obtained detection thresholds and standard contrast JND curves for dipole and quadruple stimuli. The TVS curves exhibited the normal dipper shape with a slope of about 0.5 at high pedestal strengths. In the line and dipole vernier acuity experiments, thresholds of 4-8 sec arc were reached by all observers at high contrasts for both line and dipole vernier tasks. When expressed as TVS curves, no facilitation was observed, which is compatible with previous findings ; Hu et al., 1993) . Measuring an individual's detection threshold (no pedestal) for the test components of both vernier tasks is sufficient to predict vernier acuity within a factor of tsvo(the individualdifferenceswere greater than a factor of two). The success of this approach is based on measuringsensitivityusing patterns closely related to the hyperacuity task. Most models of hyperacuity are based on estimates of visual system sensitivity that use targets such as sinewavesor Gaborpatches (Klein & Levi, 1985; Wilson, 1986; Carlson & Klopfenstein, 1985) . These filter models thereby must also make assumptionsabout filterparameters such as number, bandwidth,orientation, and linearity. The test-pedestalmethod which describes the task in terms of detecting the difference pattern avoids the modeller's assumptions and arrives more directly at a threshold prediction. We have applied this approach to edge and line vernier acuity , sinewave vernier acuity (Hu et al., 1993) and bisection tasks (Carney & Klein, 1989 ) with similar success.It shouldbe mentionedthat predictionsbased on the test thresholdsonly succeed when the test-pedestal is in the optimal configuration, the configuration that achieves the lowest thresholds for the task at hand. For example, oppositepolarity vernier targets, vernier targets with a large separation, or high spatial frequency sinewave vernier targets of unlimited extent have poorer thresholds than one would predict based on the test detection/JND thresholds (Hu et al., 1993; Levi & Waugh, 1996) . The test-pedestalmethod was also used to study 2-line resolution and edge blur. Thresholds low as $ min were observed (Fig. 9) , which is better than expected from the naive application of the Nyquist limit, assuming the line spread function of the eye results in a 60 c/deg high frequency cutoff. There is no violation of the Nyquist limit, the data just demonstratethat the discriminationof two blurred lines must be based on spatial frequencies which are <60 cldeg. Snippe and Koenderink (1992) demonstrate how resolution thresholds can be smaller than the sampling distance and tuning widths of the individual spatial filters. When resolution thresholds were plotted as a TVS curve, facilitation and masking were evident like that observed for the contrast discrimination task. When JND, resolution and vernier acuity thresholds are plotted on the same graph (Figs 7 and 8) vernier acuity is actually about four times worse than resolution (The Appendix shows that this factor of four might actually be a factor of two). This difference exists across pedestal strengths tested. These results, based on the test-pedestalmethod, turn upside-downthe traditionalview of vernier acuity.Whereas in the past the challenge for modellers was to explain why vernier acuity was so good, our question is why is vernier acuity so poor?
Edge blur threshold in dipole units compared with traditionalmeasures
Hamerly and Dvorak (1981) have studied detection and discrimination of blur using edge and line targets. Their edge targets were blurred using three different functions: a linear ramp; a Gaussian blur; and an exponential profile. It is easy to convert their thresholds to dipole units using the formalism that we developed in Eqs. (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . For example, for the linear ramp the dipole strength is given by:
where Ceis the edge contrast (Michelson units) and s is the full blur width. Using this formulation we have convertedtheir edge blur thresholds (Fig. 4 of Hamerly & Dvorak, 1981 )using a ramp blurring function into dipole units for the three edge pedestal strengths,10.5,66.6, and 163%.Hamerly and Dvorak also obtainedblur thresholds at the same pedestal strengths for Gaussian and exponentialblur functions which we also converted into dipole units. The converted Hamerly and Dvorak results are plotted as isolatedpointsin Fig. 6 . The three threshold estimates for ramp blur are nearly identical to data from our observer,SK. At the two lowestpedestalstrengthsthe Gaussian and exponentialblur data are elevated relative to the ramp blur data. However, at the highest pedestal strength, thresholds for ramp and Gaussian blur are the same and exponential blur threshold is slightly lower. The cause of the discrepancies between types of blur is uncertain but we suspectit is partially due to the spatially extended nature of Gaussian and exponential blurring functions.Estimating dipole strength assumes a spatially local stimulus,one that is limited to Ricco's area of about 1 min. At the low pedestal strength,thresholdswere over 1.5 min for these two targets. Hamerly and Dvorak defined thresholds as the distance where the blur luminance profile went from 90 to 10% of its final intensity. Therefore, a significant portion of the area under the curve extended beyond Ricco's area which would result in an overestimate of dipole strength. This might account for the discrepancies at the two lower pedestal strengths and the coming together of the ramp and Gaussianblur thresholdsat the high pedestal strength where thresholdswere about 0.5 rein, so little of the test luminanceprofilewould extend beyond Ricco's area (the low exponentialblur threshold may just be noise). Paakkonen and Morgan (1994) Thresholds are now expressed in TITJs, and the pedestal strengths are expressedin PTUS.As a resrdt of this normalizationthe detection threshold as indicated by the arrow is 1'ITU. The vernier and resolution data form two distinct groups with resolution acuity demonstratingsignificantfacilitation. The resolution TVS dipper function is similar to that of the multipole contrast discrimination data. The factor of four difference between resolution and vernier acuity wouldbe reduced to a factor of two difference if an opposite polarity test pattern had been used as discussed in the Appendix.
dipole range is 3.2-5.6%min2. The threshold range is higher than we have observed (Fig. 6 ), yet the lower threshold value is similar to observer TC, thresholds at similar pedestal strengths. The elevated thresholds obtained by Paakkonen and Morgan are to be expected from the fact that their stimuliwere brief, only 150 msec, while our targets lasted 2 sec. In general, traditionalmeasuresof edge blur thresholds are consistentwith our use of dipoleunits which have the added advantage of enabling threshold comparisons across other psychophysical tasks. By expressing blur thresholds in multipole units we can also understand the strikingly strong dipper function reported by Hamerly and Dvorak (their Fig. 7) . They plot just noticeable difference blur as a function of reference, edge blur. For zero reference blur the thresholds of between 0.5 and 1 min are related to the dipole detection threshold as we have been discussing.In the presence of a reference, blur thresholdsare as small as 4 sec. This 10-foldreductionof threshold is greater than is usual for a dipper function. One explanation is that the standard transducer function would have d'proportionalto the dipolestrengthsquared. According to Eq. (23), the dipole strength is proportional to the square of the blur extent. Thus d' is proportionalto the blur extent to the fourth power. This very steep acceleration may be responsible for the sharp reduction of blur threshold by the reference blur.
Is this a case of comparing apples and oranges?
The skeptic might object to our claim that vernier acuity is worse than resolution based on our comparison of line vernier acuity with edge blur, or dipole vernier acuity with line resolution. What if we were to compare line vernier and line resolution?To offer a more succinct and compelling argument we first consider the comparisons using the traditional threshold units, minutes of visual angle, by plotting all four tasks on a single graph (Fig. 9) . For both observers, the resolution and vernier tasks form distinctgroups, with resolution always poorer than vernier acuity at any given pedestal strength. Both resolution and vernier acuity improve with pedestal strength, though the slope of the vernier curves are steeper than the resolution curves. No matter which resolution and vernier tasks are compared, vernier acuity is always better than resolution for the same target strength when thresholds are measured in min. Beyond making these simple observations, little insight into the nature of the underlyingmechanismsis providedby these plots.
The segregationof the vernier and resolutiondata into two groups is even more compellingin Fig. 10 ,where the TVS curves are presented for the four conditions on a single graph by normalizing the test, dipole and quadruple, thresholdsby their own detectionthresholds. The lowest thresholds obtained on the two vernier tasks were about 1.2-1.6 test threshold units (TTUS). This offers further support for our position that under optimal conditions, vernier thresholds are limited by the same noise that limits detection (Klein et al., 1990) . The two resolution tasks have similar functions, with minimum thresholds well below the test detection threshold. This facilitation is followed by masking at higher pedestal strengths but resolution thresholds never approach the poorer vernier thresholds. Our conclusion is that vernier acuity is poorer than resolution, independent of the particular resolution and vernier tasks that we are comparing. Both vernier tasks have higher thresholds than either resolutiontask when thresholdsare expressed in ITUs.
The application of the test-pedestal approach to provide a common framework or point of comparison across a variety of tasks should prove valuable in elucidating the nature of the underlying mechanisms responsiblefor performancein such tasks. The following sections will discuss this along with some pertinent historical and semantic issues.
What guidelines do these data provide for models of vernier acuity?
The general pattern of resolution and JND thresholds being the same after a horizontalleftward shift of a factor of three to four of the resolution data (Figs 7 and 8, unshifted) is consistentwith the same detection mechanism participating in both tasks (Legge & Foley, 1980) though the data are not sufficientto discriminatebetween the various models of masking (Foley, 1994) . For JND, facilitation may occur at low pedestal strengths because of the completeoverlap in frequency space of the test and pedestal. However, the spatial frequency content of test and pedestal in the resolution task is not identical, so if the same mechanism is involved the facilitation and masking would occur at higher pedestal threshold units since the mechanism detecting the test would have reduced sensitivityto the pedestal. The vernier task also involvesa pedestalwith a frequencyspectrumthat differs from the test but here performance is severely degraded and shifting the data Ieftward will not bring the curve in line with the JND data.
For resolutionthe test and pedestalorders (m) differ by two (e.g. 1 vs -1 for edge blur) but for vernier acuity they differ by only one. This means that the spectral similarity is greater in the verni?r stimulus so we might expect its TVS curve to fall somewhere between the JND and the resolution curves, at least if a common mechanism is involved in the three tasks. Since the prediction is not born out, the presence of a common mechanism for the three tasks is unlikely. Vernier acuity has a special requirement which is not present in the other tasks, the need for a spatial reference. In the JND and resolution tasks, the discriminationcan be made from memory, that is, the pedestal and the test + pedestal conditions do not have to be present simultaneously to perform the task. Only the reference pedestal strength must be recalled from trial to trial. Sequentialpresentationof the pedestal and test plus pedestal stimuli in the vernier acuity task would require that the absolute pedestal spatial location (local sign) be encoded for comparison. When the two parts of a vernier stimulusare separatedfor a shortperiod of time performance drops dramatically (Beard et al., 1997) ; acuity is then based on an imprecise local sign mechanism. For optimal performance in vernier acuity, the pedestal and test + pedestal must be presented together. With simultaneous presentation, identifying the absolute spatial location is not required, rather a spatial filter based mechanism which straddles both stimulus parts can be used. One way the visual system might incorporatethe spatial reference is to treat the task as an orientationdiscriminationtask (Carney et al., 1995; Waugh et al., 1992 , Carney & Klein, 1991 Findlay, 1973) . Phenomenologically, it often feels like one is making an orientation discrimination judgment when performing a vernier acuity task. Previous psychophysical studies indicate the use of orientation information in vernier acuity. For example, when the orientation cue is disrupted by stimulus rotation, vernier acuity suffers (Carney et al., 1995) . Moreover, the addition of a visual mask to vernier targets has the greatest effect on vernier acuity when the mask orientation deviates by 5-25 deg (depending on the stimulus configuration) from the principal orientation of the vernier target (Waugh et al., 1992 , Carney & Klein, 1991 Findlay, 1973) .
For contrast discrimination and resolution tasks the ideal detectorwould have the same orientationas the test. For orientation discriminationtasks, the likely strategy is to use an orientation tuned mechanism with peak tuning somewhat different from the stimulus orientation where orientation discriminationsensitivityis optimal Scobey & Gabor, 1989) . Since the mechanism involved must make use of the relative position information in vernier acuity, it is not surprising that thresholdsare poorer than for the resolutionand JND tasks. In all three cases the stimulus-known-exactlyideal observer predictions would be essentially the same for detecting the difference signal. However, an ideal observer with some position uncertainty might perform more like the human observer.
Separating the task label from the visual mechanism performing the task
The application of the term hyperacuity to vernier acuity is relatively recent. In describing the findings of 19th century researchers, Westheimer (1975) coined the term hyperacuity for the class of spatial visual discriminationsof less than a cone diameter. Hyperacuityis often thought to be based purely on a spatial position distinction. However, in as much as hyperacuity thresholds are governed by local changes in luminance, the term imputes a special status or ability to a category of tasks that the visual system actually performs worse than expected based on how the stimulus has changed. Even the line resolution task does not typically involve discriminating one from two lines, rather the observer is detecting some change in shape or size (Levi & Klein, 1990) .Defininga task as a spatialdiscriminationdoes not presuppose that the visual system is actually making a decision based on a spatial position label.
SUMMARY
Performance on three visual tasks, vernier acuity, resolution, and contrast discrimination, have been compared using the test-pedestal paradigm. This approach allowsthresholdto be reported in terms of the test strength,which is based on both the size and contrast of the test. By using the same test multipolein each task, the relative sensitivity across tasks can be assessed. In the past, much effort has gone towards answering the question of why hyperacuity thresholds are lower than resolution thresholds. When we express thresholds in units that take into accountthe spatial extent and contrast of the test, we find that resolution thresholds are up to four times lower than vernier acuity thresholds. Our explanation for this difference relates to the particular demands of the vernier task where the underlying mechanism must make a spatial comparison between two parts of the stimulus. Such a mechanism would be tilted relative to the test and thereforenot optimallytuned for detecting the test. In the other two tasks the mechanism could be aligned with the test and therefore be more sensitive to its presence.
APPENDIX
Vernier acuity is four times worse, or is it just two times worse thanresolution?
In the three tasks, JND, vernier, and resolution,the test stimulus has been described as a multipole added to one-half the length of the pedestal. However, relaxing slightly the multipole definition, the test stimulusmightbe describedas a multipoleaddedto the entire length of the pedestal, with half of the full-length test multipole being of oppositepolarity (intensity).For example, instead of adding a line test to one-half of a blurred edge pedestal, we could add the line to the entire length of the edge and reverse the line polarity for half its length. To be concrete, consider a vertical edge stimulus with pixel luminance of O, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 1, 1 across the edge. The location of the edge based on the centroid would be in the middle of the center pixel (Morgan& Aiba, 1985) .Addinga l-pixel wide line of luminance 0.5 to the upperhalf of the edge, resultingin a luminanceprofileof 0,0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, would produce a vernier offset of 0.5 pixel Now adding a l-pixel wide line of luminance -0.5 to the lower half of the edge resulting in a luminance profile of O,0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, would produce a vernier offset of 0.5 pixel in the opposite direction. The net result is a vernier offset twice as large as compared to adding a line of the same strength to just half of the edge. Using this alternative description of the test stimulus, thresholds expressed as test strength would be 50% lower. The ambiguityin the definitionof test strength is based on not using a fixed coordinate system or spatial reference frame. With an absolute reference frame the two test patterns would be distinguishable. Since the visual system lacks an absolute spatial coordinate system the two definitions are functionally equivalent. The factor of two difference in test strength would not matter after normalization if the detection thresholds(zero pedestal) for the half-length line and the full-length reverse polarity line also differed by a factor of two. However, since the full and half line detection thresholds are essentially the same ,what is the correct estimate of test strength for edge vernier acuity? The full-length line definition would reduce all the vernier thresholds expressed as test strength by one-half. The reported factor of four superiority of resolution over vernier acuity becomes a factor of two when using this alternative method of defining test strength. This same issue applies to the line vernier task.
A case can be made for a similar problem in the resolutionand JND tasks. For example, in the line JND task, adding a test line to half the pedestal line results in an intensity difference between the two halves of the line. The same intensity difference can be producedby addinga half strengthtest line to half the pedestal and subtractingthe same half strength line from the other half of the pedestal. Here again our choice of test line definitioncan change the JND thresholdsby a factor of two. For the resolution task, adding an opposite polarity dipole to the two halves of the edge pedestal results in a sharper than sharp edge on onehalf of the pedestal and a blurred edge on the other half of the pedestal. If the observer can use this informationthen thresholds could drop by
50%.
There is, however, a clear distinction between the vernier and the resolution and JND tasks in that the vernier task, in the absenee of an absolute coordinate system, requires a spatial comparisonbetween the two halves of the pedestal on every trial. In the resolution and JND tasks the observer could compare the half of the pedestal that includes the test with a memory of the pedestal without the test. In that case adding an opposite polarity test to the other half of the pedestal would have no effect on threshold. However, if the observer compared the two halves of the pedestal on the screen, thresholdscould dropby 50% with the addition of the negative polarity test. The observer could also switch between strategies over trials with thresholds falling to some intermediate level. Therefore, to examine the observer's strategy we compared thresholds using our half length dipole test targets with full length dipole test targets of opposite polarity for half their length. The data were gathered for the resolutionandJND tasks usingobserverTC. For the resolution task the edge pedestal strength was 20 times its detection threshold. For the JND task the dipole pedestal strength was 10 times its detection threshold. The methods were as described in previous sections. The results presented in Table Al show that thresholds for full and half-length dipole test targets were the sums for the resolution task. The observer relied on an internal representation of a sharp edge. However, for the dipole JND task the presence of the full length test lowered threshold by 37%. The observer must have been making comparisons across the two halves of the stimulus on most trials. Therefore, if we are to define test strength based on the full-length oppositepolarity test muhipole, then vernier acuity would only be half that of resolution rather than one-fourth as we have described earlier. Moreover,JND thresholds wordd also drop, but by a smaller amount. Using these alternative definitions of test strength would reduce the apparent threshold differences for the three tasks shown in Figs 7 and 8.
These issues do not alter the main findings but rather bring up the importance of test-pedestal definition. By using a stimulus-knownexactly definition, where the spatial position and intensity of the pedestal is constant in an absolute world coordinate system the ambiguityof test definitionis eliminated.Addinga line to half the edge is not the same as adding a full length line, each half of opposite polarity, to the same edge. However, by relaxing this constraint by assumingthe edge or pedestal location is not knownexactly in a world coordinate system, we have provided ambiguity in describing the stimulus difference signal. Relaxing definitional constraints along dimensionsthat seem appropriate for how the visual system functions can be useful in modeling the system but requires careful interpretation.
